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ABSTRACT
The convective heat transfer of flow in corrugated channels has been investigated using a commercial CFD tool. Heat transfer enhancement of corrugated tube was mainly taken into consideration. Performance of corrugated geometry of the tube was studied by varying its influencing geometrical parameters like number of rifling, height of rifling, length of pitch of rifling for a particular length. The effects of the different geometry of the corrugation, such as circular, rectangular and triangular geometry and heat transfer were determined for flow through tube heat exchanger. The change in corrugation shape gave substantial change in heat transfer rate. The result reveals the effect on corrugation effect on heat transfer rate. The result shows that the heat transfer increased when compared with existing inner plan wall water tube.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Boiler supply the major source in industries to burn fuel to generate electric power and process steam. It is the main device of power plant to generate steam by efficiently burning available fuels used to generation of power. The steam can be used for various usages such as driving an engine to generate electricity, heating purpose and for other industrial process applications. The boiler consists of several types, which include water tube boiler, fire tube boiler, packaged boiler, fluidized bed combustion (FBC) boiler, atmospheric fluidized bed combustion (AFBC) boiler and so forth. The main objective of this study is linked to the idea of being able to model the temperature fluctuations that occur in the evaporator tubes. These temperatures are initiated by wall numerical investigation of Boiler tubes for performance enhancement temperatures as well as the heat flux from the furnace. Therefore a basic understanding of the fluid dynamics as well as material conditions in the form of heat transfer is essential in this work. The main objective of report is to describe and analyze the knowledge about operational flexibility in boiler tube, based on mathematical / numerical methods. More specifically, the report aims to:

Examine the advantages and disadvantages in using internal rifled boiler tubes in steam power plants.
Obtain a detailed understanding of the phenomena leading to flow mal-distribution under different operating conditions. To study the flow pattern inside the rifled tube.

The most popular boilers that used in many industries are water tube and fire tube boiler. Water tube boiler is the one with water flowing through the tubes that enclosed in a furnace heated externally while fire tube boiler comprises of fire or hot flue gas directed through tubes surrounded by water. Conversion process of water into steam in a large scale industrial boiler involves a large amount of operating cost. Due to economic and environment concern, engineers must continuously focus on improving efficiency of steam production and reduce emission with the same amount of fuel (Steingress 1970). It is done by increasing the heating surface area in contact with the water. This enables the heat to be fully utilized and not lost to surrounding. High thermal exposure and inefficient heat transfer from the flue gas into the water contained in water tubes due to the development of scales on the internal tube wall results in creep formation. The boiler tubes condition worsen with wall thinning effect on the exterior tube wall as it promotes higher hoop stress on the tube and thus, shortens the life span of the tubes. With the existence and interaction between thick scales and wall thinning, the life span of the tubes could further reduced. In real condition the boiler water tube are plane wall, due to this the flow is laminar inside the tube. The establishment of corrugated geometry obtained with roughened surface like internal helical ridging or transverse ribbing or multi rifled tubes to increase the heat transfer in tubes. Most studies have concentrated on turbulent flow; the laminar range is of particular
interest in wide variety of engineering situations, counting heat exchangers for viscous liquids in food industry and chemical process. The use of smooth surface inside the tubes gives poor performances and new geometries are needed to enhance the rate of heat transfer in tubes. Numerical investigation of Boiler tubes for performance enhancement. The proper designs of the tube inner wall will increase the heat transfer to the flowing water; hence it is one of the main factors for its successful usage in boiler. In order to increase the heat transfer and prevent damage to the inner wall of tube, ribbed tubes are applied instead of the smooth walled tubes. Surface roughness introduces through knurling or threading or formed by repeated ribs, promotes enhancement through the disturbance of the sub layer that is close to the surface. The heat transfer coefficient is one of the most important factors for the successful design and operation of inner tube wall to heat transfer on the flowing water. Analysis and modeling of the inner tube wall for boiler is very important, in order to keep the boiler operation below the critical stages. Ali and Ramadhyani (1992) conducted experiments to analyze the developing flow region of corrugated channels. They examined laminar and transitional flow for two different inter-wall spacing. For both channels, they observed a transition to unsteady flow at Re ~ 500, accompanied by a sharp increase in Nusselt number. As a result, optimal heat transfer enhancement was found to occur in the transitional flow regime. No substantial enhancement was detected when the flow was steady. Cheng, L. X. & Chen, T. K. (2001) had conducted experimental work of flow boiling heat transfer and two-phase flow frictional pressure drop in a vertical rifled tube and smooth tube under the condition of 0.6 MPa. The rifled tube that was used in the experiment had an outside diameter 22mm, average inner diameter 11.6mm rib width 5.5mm, rib height 0.4mm - 0.6mm and rib pitch 3.5mm. Nonetheless, the outside and inside diameters of the smooth tube are 19mm and 15mm. The results of the experiment had shown that the flow boiling heat transfer coefficient and two-phase frictional pressure drop in rifled tube were 1.4 - 2.0 times and 1.6 - 2.0 times, respectively than in the smooth tube. It was interesting to note that the superheat wall temperatures in the rifled tube are smaller than in the smooth tube under equal heat fluxes and equal mass fluxes. The authors had also found out that the flow boiling heat transfer coefficient would increase if the mass flux increase, but the pressures had little effect on the flow boiling heat transfer coefficient. Correlations of flow boiling heat transfer coefficient and two-phase frictional pressure drop in the rifled tube also had been proposed. The advantage of the rifled tube compare to smooth tube is that it will cause the swirling effect in the flow. They also act like a roughness elements mixing up the flow in the viscous sub layer (Kundu, P. K. & Cohen, I. M., 2004). Besides that due to its inner geometry shape, flow is thrown outwards to the tube wall as a result of centrifugal action. Thus, creates a secondary flow or also known as helical flow or a swirl flow at the near wall region. This helical flow at the tube periphery superimpose on the main axial flow. This effect enhance wall wetting and prevents critical heat transfer occurrence even under high steam void fraction conditions and lower critical heat flux. As a result, this type of tube would not easily burnout and can be used under much higher operating condition than the smooth tube. C. H. Kim et al. (2005) had evaluated the critical heat flux (CHF) performance for flow boiling of R134a in vertical uniformly heated smooth tube and rifled tube. In this experimental work, a four head and six-head rifled tube with outer diameter 22.59mm and minimum inner diameter ranging between 15.22mm - 15.39mm had been used under outlet pressures of 13, 16.5 and 23.9 bar, mass fluxes of 285 - 1300kg/m2s and inlet sub cooling temperature ranging 5 - 40°C. It is concluded that the CHF enhancement in the rifled tube had been enhanced 40% - 60% than in the smooth tube. The CHF enhancement not only depends on the mass flux and pressure, but there is also a critical helical angle and critical velocity to get the CHF enhancement. The author had explained the CHF enhancement by using the relative velocity of vapor and it is interesting to note that when the flow pressure is near critical pressure, the helical angle is above 70° and the velocity is below 0.3m/s, the centrifugal acceleration will be decreased. As a result, the flow inside the rifled tube would be ceased to follow the ribs and the swirling flow is diminished. Numerical investigation of Boiler tubes for performance enhancement Lee, S. K. & Chang, S. H. (2008) had studied experimentally the post dry-out with R-134a upward flow in smooth tube and rifled tube. The authors had used three type of rifled tube which had 4 head, helix angle 60° and maximum inner diameter of 17.04mm with an average volume based inner diameter of 16.49mm, 16.05mm and 16.79mm, respectively. From these three types of rifled tube, the authors then had examined the effects of rib geometry and compared with the smooth tube. The smooth tube that was used in the study had an average inner diameter of 17.04mm and outside diameter of 22.59mm. It is found out that the wall temperature of the rifled tube in the post-dry out region were much smaller than the smooth tube. As a result, the thermal non-equilibrium in rifled tube was lowered which due to the swirling flow was caused by the ribs in the rifled tube. The authors had also stated correlation of heat transfer for rifled tube as a function of rib height and rib width. O’Brien and Sparrow (1982) conducted one of the first
comprehensive studies for the fully-developed region of a corrugated channel for flow in the range of \(1500 < \text{Re} < 25,000\). They observed heat transfer rates that were approximately 2.5 times greater than for the straight channel. But the pressure drop for the corrugated duct was significantly larger as well. Sparrow and Comb (1983) performed a similar study for a corrugated channel with an inter-wall spacing that was approximately 45\% greater than the channel used by O’Brien and Sparrow (1982), and then analyzed the effects of this variation. The increase in spacing led to a 30\% rise in the fully-developed Nusselt number, but the friction factor more than doubled. To Numerical investigation of Boiler tubes for performance enhancement further assess these findings, performance evaluations were carried out for three different constraints. For all three cases, the performance differences between the two ducts were not sufficiently great to indicate a clear superiority of one over the other.

II. METHODOLOGY

The methodology of the present study can be divided into four stages of process flow which are geometry modeling, pre-processing, processing and post-processing. Various steps in adopted methods are:

- Mathematical modeling of the system considered in present study.
- Developed the model in SOLIDWORKS.
- Validation of present work with previous research.
- Calculation of heat transfer parameters.
- Run program to obtain the plots with different boiler tube parameters.
- Plotting & analysis of obtained plots.
- Optimization of the system.

III. SIMULATION OF FLOW THROUGH BOILER TUBE

For the CFD analysis of boiler tube, three different geometry of tube were used, the first geometry used was Circular rib, the second one was the rectangular rib and the third one was triangular rib geometry, the boundary conditions applied to the channel, the assumptions made, the equations used, the results obtained after calculation and then the results were compared with the smooth geometry.

IV. FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER IN BOILER TUBE

4.1 Geometrical Description

The geometry created for analysis were three different types of corrugated tubes which was made of steel of 160 cm length and has hydraulic diameter of 6.05 cm in which fluid flow occurs. Corrugations made on the tubes were chevron design and the wave design. These geometrical models of plates are used for studying the effects of the variation of Reynolds number on the performance of plate heat exchanger. The different geometries of the tubes are shown in figure 4.1.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The mathematical model and methodology for solving the problem used in present work is discussed in previous chapter. This mathematical model is studied, solved and validated using an ANSYS (FLUENT) programme in the present work. Present work also includes parametric study of boiler tube geometry and obtaining heat transfer characteristics of boiler tube with different geometry and compared it with the smooth tube. Simulations were carried out with constant mass flow rate for all the geometries considered here for boiler tube. The post processor was carried out in Fluent, and during the process, the following observations were encountered. As discussed in Chapter-4, 160 cm length and diameter of 6.08 cm of three boiler tube geometry are taken for the simulation in present work. The other parameters have to be calculated in order to optimize the complete system. Following sections describes the parametric study and the optimization of the system.

5.1 Effect of corrugated geometry on heat transfer enhancement in boiler tube

Table below shows different parameters of heat transfer enhancement in boiler tube having smooth tube and other three different geometry. It has been observed that the total heat transfer rate, temperature and enthalpy at the outlet of the channel is increased significantly by applying corrugated geometry inside the tube of boiler. This is due to expanded roughness surface area for similar mass flow inlet. Lower the low value of mass flow inlet higher will be the surface area and tube get heated consistently and in relatively minimum time as compare to large mass flow inlet and smooth tube.

5.2 Temperature Profiles of boiler tube

When fluid to be heated enters into the tube, due to convective heat transfer the fluid inside the tube get heated. Due to wall heat transfer coefficient and area product fluid get heated initially up to a certain length and after a long time fluid reaches to a consistent temperature. Once fluid gets converted into steam it is now available to supply where needed. Below are the some graphs showing temperature profile against the position of the tube. From the graph as shown above, it is been observed that the graph showing temperature profile of smooth tube having simple geometry is not efficient as compared to the graph of other figures having corrugated geometry. Temperature of smooth tube geometry goes up to 396 K from initial temperature of 300 K while the temperature of corrugated tube
having rectangular, triangular, and circular geometry goes up to 415 K, 418 K, and 411 K respectively. The mean temperature of the working fluid increases with the distance from the entrance as expected, as shown in figure 5.5. Also expected, the increase is rapid nearer the wall because of high heat transfer rates in this region due to higher temperature differences between the wall surface and the fluid.

VI. FIGURES AND TABLES

Table 4.1 The dimension of rifled tube geometry parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube type</th>
<th>Helical ridging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outer diameter, Do (mm)</td>
<td>6.08 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helix Angle</td>
<td>35°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>160 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube Material</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of rifling</td>
<td>0.15 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FLOW CHART SHOWING THE APPROACH FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM

Fig 4.1 (a) Helical (circular) ridging inside the tube

Fig 4.1 (b) Model showing various parts of the tube

Fig 4.1 (c) Helical (rectangular) ridging inside the tube

Fig 4.1 (d) Helical (triangular) ridging inside the tube
Table 5.1 Different sets of boiler tube parameters having simple geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Inlet</th>
<th>Outlet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Heat Transfer Rate (W)</td>
<td>438.10</td>
<td>3418.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (K)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Transfer Coefficient (W/m²-K)</td>
<td>2763.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 Different sets of boiler tube parameters having circular geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Inlet</th>
<th>Outlet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Heat Transfer Rate (W)</td>
<td>275.14</td>
<td>5962.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (K)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>411.878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Transfer Coefficient (W/m²-K)</td>
<td>4768.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3 Different sets of boiler tube parameters having rectangular geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Inlet</th>
<th>Outlet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Heat Transfer Rate (W)</td>
<td>268.55</td>
<td>6912.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (K)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>413.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Transfer Coefficient (W/m²-K)</td>
<td>5488.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4 Different sets of boiler tube parameters having triangular geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Inlet</th>
<th>Outlet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Heat Transfer Rate (W)</td>
<td>279.582</td>
<td>6709.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (K)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>418.0129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5322.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5.1(a) Variation of temperature profile with the position of the tube for smooth tube having plane geometry.

Fig. 5.2(b) Variation of temperature profile with the position of the tube for circular geometry.

Fig. 5.3 Variation of temperature profile with the position of the tube for rectangular geometry.

Fig. 5.4 Variation of temperature profile with the position of the tube for triangular geometry.
Fig. 5.5 (a) Contours of static temperature for circular geometry of the tube.

Fig. 5.5 (b) Contours of static temperature for smooth tube.

Fig. 5.5 (c) Contours of static triangular geometry of the tube.

Fig. 5.5 (d) Contours of static temperature for rectangular geometry of the tube.

Fig. 5.6 (a) Velocity vector for smooth tube.

Fig. 5.6 (b) Velocity vector at the corrugation for circular tube.
Fig. 5.6 (c) Velocity vector at the corrugation for rectangular tube.

Fig. 5.6 (d) Velocity vector at the corrugation for triangular tube.

Fig. 5.7 (b) Plot of total surface heat flux for smooth tube.

Fig. 5.7 (c) Plot of total surface heat flux for triangular corrugated tube design.

Fig. 5.7 (a) Plot of total surface heat flux for circular corrugated tube design.

Fig. 5.7 (d) Plot of total surface heat flux for rectangular corrugated tube design.
VII. CONCLUSION

In this research paper, main results of the present research on plain tube, rectangular and circular corrugated shape tubes and the comparative analysis between triangular shape (based on previous research) and rectangular and circular corrugated shape tubes and scope for further study have been given. The heat transfer in the tube has been analyzed, and its dependency on geometry is reported in this study. Enhancement in the heat transfer in boiler furnace will reflect in the performance of the boiler. A small increase in the heat transfer of the tube will make huge change in the overall performance of the boiler. Sample length of the boiler tube is analyzed in the software and the resultant temperature, enthalpy contours and plots are shown in the last chapter. The heat transfer enhancement effect in corrugated channel is primarily due to induced turbulence which gives higher heat transfer rate. As shown from the study, different geometries give different results for the same flow conditions (mass-flow rate). The choice of appropriate geometry does not always depend on mass-flow rate values, but predictability and almost constant behavior through a low mass-flow rate range, plays an important role. According to the study, the choice of suitable tube geometry depends on the application. The corrugated design is shown to give better convective properties (approximately 20% more convective transfer) as the temperature of the fluid goes up to 418 K while the inlet temperature was 300 K, the helical (triangular) ridging design gives better convective properties (approximately 21.33% more convective transfer) as compared to smooth tube, while circular and rectangular tube design also gives better convective properties (approximately 19% and 20% more convective transfer) in comparison with smooth tube. The model was created using Solid Works 2012 and meshed with Fluent, and the flow analysis is done with Ansys 14.5. The results showing that the heat transfer is increased. The enthalpy and temperature increase with flow is advancing when compare with normal boiler tube. So the implementation of Optimized Helical Ridging boiler tube in the boiler is advisable. The study shows that the improvement in furnace, heat transfer can be achieved by changing the internal plane surface to a rifled tube. In the present work it is assumed that constant mass flow rate of fluid in all the design are going through the channel respectively. In actual practice this is not the case as mass flow rate is not always constant in actual practice for the applications. Inclusion of these varying flow rates is a future scope of this present work. In place of helical ridging type geometries like crucular, rectangular, and triangular as analysed in this present work, other geometrical designs can be taken and analyzed in order to increase the heat transfer rate during the flow of fluid inside the tube. This will be an extension of this present work. Experimental work can be done in order to validate the present work, evaluated parameters. This is another future scope of this present work.
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